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Chapter 1 Basis 

 

1.1 Why my router always reboot automatically?    

A: 

1) Check if the router’s power input voltage is in the normal range. For R3000 series, it must be higher than 9 

VDC. If lower, the router might reboot.    

Note:    

R3000 Standard/Quad/Null input voltage is 9 to 60 VDC.  

R3000 Lite input voltage is 9 to 36VDC. 

 

2) When enable the function of emergency reboot and Ping detection fail policy, the R3000 will always reset. So 

please check if you have enabled “Ping Detection Settings” in the Ping detection. If yes, please make sure the 

WAN connection is available and the Ping detection server is reachable. Or you can disable the “Ping 

Detection” function (leave Ping Detection Server null). (Path: Interface-> Link Management) 
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1.2 Does ROS support upgrading firmware/import configuration remotely? 

A: 

Yes, the R3000 can support upgrading firmware or importing XML file via CLI/Web/RobustLink. 

1) Via CLI. (Access to R3000 CLI via SSH/Telnet/Console) Please refer to application notes: 

RT_AN026_ROS_Update Firmware & Profile via CLI_v.1.0.0 

2) Web  

Update Firmware:  

(The Path in the Web: System-> Update-> System Update) 

 

 Import XML file: (The Path in Web: Administration-> Profile) 
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3) RobustLink 2.0 

 

 

1.3 Why ROS can be accessed by using HTTP, but not by using telnet? 

A: 

1) Please check the configuration of firewall. Whether the item that remote assess using telnet is enable. (path: 

Network->Firewall->Access Control Settings) 
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2) Please check whether the port numbered 23 is available in the PC.  

 

1.4 How to add user(s) to configuration Web? 

A: 

Logging the web configuration page of R3000, then refer to the screenshot below to add user(s): (Path: System -> 

User Management -> Common User).  
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1.5 How to download necessary diagnose file before ask Robustel support team for 

assistance? 

A: 

Please refer to the below picture. (Path: system -> debug -> System Diagnostic Data -> Generate -> Download)  

 

 

1.6 How to check the status information of router via SMS function? 

A: 

Enter “username:password;cmd1;cmd2…” on your mobile phone. 

For example: admin:admin;status link_manager. See as below screenshot: 
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Chapter 2 Link Manager 

 

2.1 Can the function of Load balancing at ROS increase bandwidth? 

A: 

No. Just all external data ware transmitted according to the weight ratios shunt, so this function can’t increase the 

bandwidth. (path: Link Manager -> Link Manager -> Link Settings -> Advanced Settings) 

 

 

2.2 Does ROS support network quality detection when SIM card switch? 

(packet loss rate, network delay) 

A: 

Currently not support. If have any needs please feel free to contact local partner or Robustel technical support team. 

 

 

2.3 Is the function of Ping opened as default setting at ROS? 

A: 

   Yes, start with V3.0.0, the function of Ping was opened as default setting at ROS. See below screenshot: 
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2.4 Does the ROS support the connection type of cellular connecting on 

demand? 

A: 

Currently not support. If have any needs please feel free to contact local agent or Robustel technical support team. 

 

2.5 How to configure WAN as primary link for the first time? 

A: 

There are two ways to implement this setting. 

One way: 

1) Firstly, use an Ethernet cable to connect one of the router’s LAN port and your PC.(every Ethernet port   

2) Secondly, check if the PC has been assigned an IP address, Netmask, Gateway and DNS from ROS. Then access 

to ROS via the gateway IP. See below screenshot: 

    

3) Thirdly, configure wan as the eth0 port. (Path: Interface -> Ethernet -> Port settings) 

    

4) Fourthly, configure WAN link information. Refer as below screenshot: 
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5) Finally, set WAN as the Primary Link. 

    
 

Another way: 

Use the console port to manage the router via CLI commands. The following is the console cable wiring diagram. 
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1) Set WAN as the ETH0 port, and save the configuration. 

    

2) Setting IP address, gateway, DNS of WAN. 

    

3) Save the configuration. 

    

4) Check the result. 
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2.6 How to quickly distinguish these three backup modes of Warm, Cold, Load 

Balancing? 

A: 

1) Warm backup: the inactive link is online on standby. Note that this mode is not available for dual SIM backup. 

2) Cold backup: the inactive link is offline on standby. 

3) Load Balancing: use two links simultaneously. 

 

2.7 What is the maximum of clients that the router allow to connect when it 

was configured as WIFI AP? 

A: 

   The network quality differs in different environment, so there is no accurate values.  

   For your reference: 

   For R2000 series (Enterprise-grade chipset): the maximum number of WIFI Clients is 50 to 55  

   For R3000 V2 with ROS (Industrial-grade chipset): Max WIFI Clients around 25-30 

 

2.8 How many strategies of SIM card switch? Does ROS support switching SIM 

card according to the signal quality? 

A: 

   There are 3 ways to switch SIM card. 

1) Dial-up failure. 

2) The ICMP detection failure. 

3) Data traffic limitation. 

Currently it doesn’t support switch SIM card according to the signal quality. 
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2.9 Does the router support setting PIN code? 

A: 

Yes, it support. See below screenshot: (path: Interface -> Cellular -> Advanced) 

 

 

2.10 How to configure WIFI and cellular as active link? 

A: 

   Steps see as below: 

1) Please confirm whether the router support WIFI function first. If yes, set the WIFI mode as Client. (path: 

Interface -> WIFI-> General Settings) 

 

2) Click the button of link Settings of WLAN. (path: Interface -> WIFI-> Link Settings) 
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3) Enter the related SSID&Password of WIFI AP. 

 

4) Please confirm whether the SIM card has registered to network and was assigned the correct IP address & 

Netmask &DNS. 
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5) Configure WLAN&WWAN1 as Primary Link and Backup Link, and configure Backup Mode as “Warm Backup”. 

(Path: Interface -> Link Manager) 

 
6) Check whether the status of two link are “connected”. Refer as below screenshot: 
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2.11 Does ROS devices can set as WIFI trunk? 

A: 

Currently not support. If have any needs please feel free to contact local partner or Robustel technical support 

team. 

 

2.12 What kinds of WAN connection modes does ROS support? 

A: 

The available types of WAN connection depend on the hardware feature of routers. Generally, R2000/R3000 with 

RobustOS supports 3 kinds of WAN connection modes: Ethernet0, Cellular and Wi-Fi. Each of them can be the 

backup connection of the other. 

 

2.13 How to check the network connectivity of ROS? 

A: 

Please refer to the below picture to check the network connectivity via the “Ping”. 
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2.14 How to confirm whether the device has been registered to the 4G network? 

A:  

Please check the “Network Service Type” as the below picture. (Path: Interface -> Cellular -> Status -> Modem 

Model) 
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2.15 The installation location of ROS has 3G/4G coverage, but why my router 

always register to 2G network? 

A: 

1) Check if the SIM’s 3G/4G data service have been activated.  

2) If 3G/4G signal level is much lower than 2G, router will register to 2G network automatically.    

3) Please confirm the antenna supports 3G/4G frequencies or change another high gain antenna.  

4) Lock the router works under in certain network and even in specific band. (Path: Interface-> Cellular-> Cellular 

Network Settings-> Network Type)  
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Chapter 3 System 

 

3.1 Dose ROS support timing synchronize via GPS? And what's the pri? 

A: 

Yes, ROS support this feature (from V3.0.3 or above). The pri is milliseconds. 

 

3.2 What is the maximum number of APP installed in ROS? 

A: 

The amount of APP can be installed in depends on the memory capacity of router, difference devices have different 

storage reserves space as well different APPs take up difference space, so there is no accurate values. 

 

3.3 With the NTP function, can I set the Time Zone as East 5.5 time zone in 

ROS? How to configure? 

A: 

1) The default options of ROS’s time zone is the whole time zone. 

2) If you want to set the time zone more accurately, Please refer as below screenshot to configure. (path: Services 

-> NTP -> Timezone Settings) 

 
 

3.4 In the mail alarm function, how many mailboxes I can set in the ROS?  

A: 

1) It supports 256 bytes’ length character, the number of email depends on the length of email name. There is 

no accurate value. Please refer as below screenshot. (Path: Services > Event > Notification) 
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2) You can also add more event notification groups, the maximum quantity is 5. Please refer as below screenshot. 

 

 

3.5 Compared with old system, which standard functions need to install APP 

in new ROS ? 

A: 

DMVPN, PPTP, L2TP, Rlink, RVPN, VRRP, Qos, SNMP 
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3.6 How to configure to restart the router at regular time?  

A: 

1) See below screenshot: (Path: Services -> Advanced -> Reboot) 

 

 

 

3.7 How to support multi-language display in ROS? 

A: 

You need to install specific APP in ROS to support specific language display. 

 

 

3.8 When upgrading APP, whether the new version would cover the old 

version and keep the original configuration? 

A: 

Yes, it will cover the old one and the original configuration will not change. 

 

3.9 Which type of Robustel router support ROS? Whether the ROS of R3000 

series and R2000 series completely consistent? Can I upgrade the APPs 

only if I want? Whether the APPs for R2000 series could be installed to 

R3000 series? 

A: 

1) R3000 series and R2000 series all support ROS. 

2) Not exactly the same. The firmwares of them are different. 

3) You may fail if the APPs are incompatible with the firmware of the device. The APP should be install according 

the version of firmware. 

4) The APPs for one series can not be installed to other series. The same series of APP just can be installed to one 

series of router. 
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3.10 Why there is no debug information on the web interface?  

A: 

1) Check whether the function of Syslog is opened. 

2) Visit debug information when opened the function of Syslog. 

 
 

 

3.11 How to export router’s configuration file and import to another router? 

A: 

1) Export route’s configuration file (Path: System -> Profile –> Export Configuration File), click “Generate”, then 

click “Export”, this brings up a web interface, then right-click “Save as”, so that can export configuration file. 
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2) Import the configuration file you got into an another router (Path: System -> Profile -> Import Configuration 

File), click “Choose File”, choose the configuration file, then click “Import”.  
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3.12 How many ways to reboot the router? 

A: 

There are 5 ways to reboot the router. 

1) Login router’s web interface, click “Reboot”. 

 

2) Login in router’s CLI via Console /SSH/Telnet, enter reboot command. 

 

3) Set periodic reboot in the ROS. (path: Services -> Advanced -> Reboot) See as below picture. 
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4) Use SMS to send command to reboot the router. There is a fixed famat： “username:password;cmd1;cmd2…”. 

See the screenshot below. 

 
5) Emergency Reboot the whole system if no link available. 

 
 

3.13 How to restore the router back to factory default?  

A: 

There are 3 ways to restore the router to factory default configuration: 

1) Login route’s web interface, browser to System -> Profile -> Default Configuration, then click “Restore”. 
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2) Login router’s CLI management via Console/SSH/Telnet, enter “config loaddefault” and “config 

save_and_apply” commands to restore. See below picture. 

 

3) For R3000/R3000 Quad: Wait for 5 seconds after powering up the router, press and hold the RST button for 

about 60 seconds until the six LEDs start blinking one by one, then release the button to return the router to 

factory defaults. 

For R3000 Lite: wait for 5 seconds after powering up the router, press and hold the RST button for about 60 

seconds until the six LEDs start blinking simultaneously five times, then release the button to return the router 

to factory defaults. 

For R2000 serial: wait for 5 seconds after powering up the router, press and hold the RST button until the six 

LEDs start blinking one by one, then release the button to return the router to factory Defaults. 

 

3.14 Is it necessary to reinstall APPs after upgrading the firmware? 

A: 

You have to reinstall if the original APPs are incompatible with the new firmware. The APPs just work well with the 

corresponding firmware. 

 

3.15 Do the routers support configuring system time manually? 

A: 

1) Confirm if time zone in accordance with your time zone. 
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2) Browser to Services -> NTP ->Status. Click button of Sync. Refer as below screenshot. 

 
 

3.16 How to set up daylight saving time/winter time? 

A: 

Here I take an example for daylight saving time: 

In North American Eastern Standard Time (EST) and Eastern Daylight Time (EDT), the normal offset from UTC is 5 

hours; since this is west of the prime meridian, the sign is positive. Summer time begins on March’s second Sunday 

at 2:00am, and ends on November’s first Sunday at 2:00am.  

Enter “EST+5EDT,M3.2.0/2,M11.1.0/2” in expert setting. The configuration please refer as below screenshot. (path: 

Services -> NTP -> Timezone Settings) 
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3.17 Does R3000/R2000 support firmware downgrade? 

A: 

   Yes, R3000/R2000 can support this. But please note that it will might lead to some apps are not working normally 

if you downgrade firmware. So there are some risks to do like this. 

 

 

3.18 Whether R2000 can downgrade from version 3.x.x to version 2.x.x? 

A: 

   Yes, R2000 can support this. But please note that it will might lead to some apps are not working normally if you 

downgrade firmware. So there are some risks to do like this. 

 

 

3.19 How do I upgrade/download the firmware? 

A: 

1) To update firmware via web page. Please refer to the screenshot below. (Path: System-> Update) 
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2) RobustOS do not support download current firmware. If you do not have the firmware needed, you can contact 

local partner or Robustel support team for help. 

 

3.20 How to export and import XML configuration file? 

A: 

Import: XML configuration file can be imported to the router via web page, USB flash or RobustLink   

Export: XML configuration file only can be exported from the router via web page.  

Please refer to the below screenshots to import or export XML configuration file on web page. 

 

Import: 

 
 

Export: 
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3.21 Can the ROS synchronize the time of LAN device? 

A:  

Yes, ROS router supports both NTP server and client.  

(The Path in the Web: Services-> NTP-> NTP Client Settings/NTP Server Settings)  

    NTP server should be enabled so that LAN device (NTP Client) could synchronize the time with ROS. 
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Chapter 4 Serial port 

 

4.1 Can I access local serial port via R3000’s LAN? And are R3000’s two serial 

ports able to access each other? 

A: 

1) You can not access the local serial port via LAN directly, but you can access it via data passthrough.  

2) Two serial ports can’t access each other in R3000. 

 

4.2 How many tunnels can be established when the router is working as 

Modbus master. 

A: 

   100 tunnels. 

 

4.3 Does the ROS support IEC 101/104? 

A: 

   Yes, it supports this function when equipped with corresponding app. 

 

4.4 Does the ROS support DNP3.0?  

A: 

   Yes, it supports the transparent of DNP3.0 when equipped with corresponding app. 
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Chapter 5 Routing 

 

5.1 Does the ROS support BGP? 

A: 

   Yes, it supports this function when equipped with corresponding app. 

 

5.2 Does the ROS support OSPF? 

 

A: 

   Yes, it support this protocol when equipped with corresponding app. 
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Chapter 6 VPN 

 

6.1 Why the old system support setting as OpenVPN sever but new system 

(ROS) does not support?  

A: 

 It’s rare for R3000 to work as server, so this function was abolished in new ROS. 

 

6.2 How many kinds of VPN do ROS support, and how many tunnels can be 

established of each VPN. 

A:  

The RobustOS router support seven kinds of VPN, the maximum number of VPN tunnels showed as below. You 

may need to install APP when you want to use some specific VPN functions. See the table below: 

 

Type Number 

IPsec 3 

OpenVPN Client: 3 

GRE Tunnel 3 

L2TP (APP) Server: 1; Client: 3 

PPTP (APP) Server: 1; Client: 3 

DMVPN (APP) 1 

EoIP (APP) 1 

RobustVPN (APP) 1 

 

6.3 The status indicates that IPsec VPN were established, but the remote 

terminal can not communicate with the hosts behind Router.  

A: 

1) IPsec VPN can establish the LAN to LAN communication. After IPsec VPN established, please confirm both 

ends matched VPN interested flow. (Remote Subnet) 
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2) Confirm the ends in LAN side have the default gateway to each Router’s LAN IP address. 

 

Note: 

Interested flow is that we define in Local Subnet and Remote Subnet option. Only IP packets with matched Source 

IP address and destination IP address would go through VPN tunnel.  

E.g. source IP address of 192.168.1.0/24 To 172.16.10.0/24 would forward to VPN tunnel. 

 

6.4 Having established GRE tunnel, but still fail to communicate between two 

LAN side.  

A:  

 

1) Confirm the two Routers have the public IP address (or special VPN address). Because GRE need to use the 

public IP address to encapsulate the packet. 

2) Confirm the virtual GRE IP address of RobustOS is in the same subnet with remote Router’s. 

3) Confirm if the password is correct. 
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4) Confirm that RobustOS has a route to remote subnet. Check the routing table on “Network-> Route-> Status”. 

 

 

 

 

6.5 Having enabled PPTP server in ROS, but the client still fail to connect with 

ROS. 

A: 

1) Confirm the IP address of ROS WAN port is reachable by ping. 

2) Check if the parameters are matching between server and client. Including Username & Password & 

Authentication. 
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6.6 Why fail to establish OpenVPN?  

A: 

1) Check the network connectivity between client and server via ping. (System-> Tools-> Ping) 

2) Check if the OpenVPN settings are correct. Compare the server and ROS. 

3) Check if the Router’s clock is Synchronous. (The Path in Web: Service-> NTP) 

 

 

*Synchronize the time manually, or Set the local time zone and enable the NTP client in order to synchronize the 

clock automatically. 
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Chapter 7 Platform 

 

7.1 Which firmware version is compatible with RobustLink 2.0 and RobustVPN? 

A: 

RobustLink2.0: V2.0.6 or above. 

RobustVPN: V2.0.6 or above. 

 

7.2 Why ROS fail to connect with RobustVPN? 

A: 

1) Check the network connection between R3000 and RobustVPN by ping. 

2) Check if the parameters are correct. (The Path in Web: VPN->RobustVPN) 

 

3) Check if the Router’s clock is synchronized with server. (The Path in Web: Service-> NTP) 

 

4) Check if the server has mapped the related service ports.  

- 443 for HTTPS service; 

- 1194 UDP for RobustOS devices; 

- 1195 UDP for PC or Control side; 
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7.3 Why the ROS fail to connect RobustLink? 

A: 

1) Check if the server-side program is running correctly. Commands as below: 

- service RobustLink status  *Check the RobustLink status 

- service RobustLink restart  *Restart the RobustLink service. 

2) Check if the RobustLink settings in R3000 are consistent with RobustLink server, including IP address, Port 

and Password. (The Path in Web: Service-> RobustLink) 

   

3) Check if the SN code in the RobustLink is same with the routers’.  

   

 

7.4 Whether the APP of RobustLink is installed or not by default? 

A: 

   Currently ROS need to install app of RobustLink to make it working normally.   

1) Our company’s official website have download link: http://www.robustel.com/products/app-center/  

2) Ask for local partner or Robustel technical support team to get it. 

3) If there is batch, you could inform us by email before the order and we can OEM for you. 

 

http://www.robustel.com/products/app-center/
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7.5 Does the ROS support old version of RobustLink and RobustVPN? 

A: 

   Yes, it support RobustLink2.0 and RobustVPN1.0. 
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Chapter 8 Other 

 

8.1 Where can I download APPs of ROS? How to know new APPs releaseed?

  

A: 

   Download link:  http://www.robustel.com/products/app-center/   

If have any further need please feel free to contact local partner or Robustel technical support team. 

 

8.2 Can I use the SMS function of ROS to correct the time of the devices under 

the LAN ? 

A: 

Currently not support. If have any needs please feel free to contact local partner or Robustel technical support 

team. 

 

8.3 What kinds of SMS&Email alarm can I set via the function of event 

notification?  

A: 

There are many kinds of SMS&Email alarm to set on ROS which include system startup, system reboot, system time 

update etc. 

Please refer as below screenshot. (Path: Services -> Event -> Notification) 

http://www.robustel.com/products/app-center/
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8.4 How to test whether the router can send and receive messages? 

A: 

1) Check if the router has registered to the network, and be assigned IP address, gateway and DNS. 

2) Confirm if the SIM card supports SMS service. 

3) Confirm the phone number entered is correct. Refer as below screenshot. (Path: Services -> SMS ->SMS Testing) 

 

  

8.5 Does the ROS support MQTT? 

A: 

   Yes, it support this feature. The data obtained from COM port is connected with the platform via MQTT. 
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8.6 Whether the openWrt is opened or not? 

A: 

   No, it’s not opened for users. But we can provide SDK tool and corresponding SDK document for you, so that you 

could develop by yourself. 

 

8.7 PC is connected to the LAN port of ROS，and ROS can ping the PC, but not 

vice versa. How to solve the problem?  

A:  

1) Please check if the firewall configuration of router blocks the Ping. (Path: Network -> Firewall) 

  

2)  Please check if there is a firewall in between blocks the ping. 

 

8.8 About ROS’s Firewall setting, what is the priorities for the rules of “Default 

Filter Policy” and “Filter List” and “MAC-Binding” ?  

A: 

The order of priority of these 3 rules is: Filter List > MAC-Binding > Default Filter Policy. 
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8.9 Enable the Port Mapping in ROS, redirect to one host in LAN side. The 

external hosts could reach the WAN port of ROS, but could not access the 

host on LAN side with specified port.  

A: 

1) Confirm the host in LAN side has static IP address.  

2) Confirm the ROS is reachable from the host on LAN side. “Administration->Tools->Ping” the host IP address.  

3) Confirm the host behind ROS has set the default gateway to ROS’s LAN IP.  

4) Check if the host behind ROS firewalls are turn off in order to access.  

5) Check if it is port conflict caused by port occupation.  

6) Check if the configuration page of NAT is configured correctly. 

 

8.10 Does ROS support SDK? How to get it and how to develop it? 

A: 

   Yes, ROS support SDK. If you have need please feel free to contact us. We can provide SDK tool and corresponding 

SDK document for you, so that you can develop by yourself. But note that it must be developed in CentOS 6.3 with 32 

bits. 

 

 

 

 

 


